Research Session 1: Thursday, 3 September, 09:30-11:00

Panel 101: Environmental policy, cognate policies, and actors 1
Venue: Room No. 803
Chair: Pamela Barnes

- Dr Jenny Fairbrass: 'Climate Change: The Strategic Challenge for Business Organisations'
- Miss Rosa María Fernández: 'Business and environment protection. Tackling climate change or following market strategies?'
- Dr Lydia Kernevez: 'Environmental Management and Climate Change'
- Mr Jean-Marc Trouille: 'Towards a new industrial policy: The environmental challenge'

Panel 103: A challenge for Responsible Regulation and Consumer Protection: Gambling in Europe
Venue: Room No. 807
Chair: Linda Hancock

- Dr Martin Doris (Joint paper with Sandra Marco Colino): 'Bottom Up or Top Down? Responsible Gambling, Self Exclusion and the New European Consumer Policy Strategy'
- Prof Dr Jean-Patrick Villeneuve (Joint paper with Lea Meyer): 'Defining and implementing responsible regulation' in Switzerland. A comparative approach'

Panel 104: EU-Asia 1: ASEM and the Future of Asia-Europe Relations
Venue: Room No. 808
Chair: Wei Shen

- Mr Dominique Girard: 'Mitigating the social impact of the financial crisis: The role of civil society'
- Prof Xinning Song: 'The EU and East Asia: Economic Interests and Political Ambitions'
- Dr Lay Hwee Yeo: 'ASEM - from meeting to acting?'

Panel 105: Politics Meets History: Social Science Concepts and the Making of EU Competition Policy
Venue: Room No. 809
Chair: Katja Seidel

- Ms Natalia Fiedziuk: 'Towards a more refined economic approach to services of general economic interest'
- Dr Brigitte Leucht (Joint paper with Katja Seidel): 'Transnational networks and the emergence of EU competition policy'
- Ms Arthe Van Laer: 'Competition policy at the service of industrial policy: the EC Commission’s policy-making for the IT sectors (1965-1984)'
- Dr Laurent Warlouzet: 'Historical institutionalism and the Competition Policy: the Regulation 17/62'

Panel 106: Constructing Europe: Elements of Integration
Venue: Room No. 804
Chair: Elizabeth Monaghan

- Dr Stefan Auer: 'Who is afraid of the New Europe? Nationalism and the post-1989 project of European unity'
- Mr Sergei Mudrov: 'Religion as an overlooked factor in the studies of European integration'

Panel 108: The Multiple Paths and Processes of Europeanisation
Venue: Room No. 811
Chair: Kamil Zwolski

- Dr Svetlana Bodrunova: 'A Case of Incompatibility: EU Regulation of TV Sector and Politicization of its Adaptation in the Italian System of Law'
- Mr Fabro Steibel: 'Freedom of speech, political advertising and comparing media systems: the role of the judiciary'
Dr Lynn Tesser: 'Is Europe Ready for the Un-Cleansing of Recently Cleansed Areas?'

Panel 110: European Security in an Internationalising Context
Venue: Room No. 810
Chair: Laura Chappell

Ms Bezen Coskun: 'The EU’s Quest for Energy Security and Persian Gulf'

Mr Taylan Özgür Kaya: 'The European Union’s Foreign and Security Policy Role Conceptions and Role Performance in the Post-9/11 Era: The Case of the Middle East Peace Process'

Prof Nicholas Rees: 'EU-ASEAN Responses to Terrorism and Non-Traditional Security Threats: the possibilities and limits of regional security cooperation'

New technology has shaped the context in which idea exchange takes place, on the EU as on anything else. Instant, virtual discussions unite people across great distances, and create new opportunities for academics and practitioners to demonstrate the ‘impact’ of their work by creating and informing new, virtual, public spheres and spaces.

Created with a view to raising the profile of academics with the policy community, research councils and media, the multi-user blog site Ideas on Europe provides an impartial, unbiased platform where individuals can engage in informed analysis, comment, and debate.

To explore the blogs, or to sign up as a contributor, please visit: ideasoneurope.eu

Ideas on Europe is administered by UACES (www.uaces.org)
Research Session 2: Thursday, 3 September, 11:30-13:00

Panel 201: Environmental policy, cognate policies, and actors 2
Venue: Room No. 803
Chair: Jenny Fairbrass

- Dr Charlotte Burns (Joint paper with Neil Carter and Nick Worsfold): 'Enlarging Europe’s Environment and the Implications for the European Parliament'
- Dr Jenny Fairbrass (Joint paper with Anna Zueva): 'CSR in Russia: A case of Europeanisation?'
- Mr Darren McCauley: 'Science vs. Society? Exploring the non-implementation of European legislation on biotechnology in food in France'
- Dr Aine Ryall (Joint paper with Declan Walsh): 'Article 234 EC and the Pursuit of Legal Certainty: Environmental Impact Assessment Law in Ireland'

Panel 202: BASEES-UACES EU-Russia Research Network The EU- Russia Energy Relationship: Problems and Prospects
Venue: Churchill lecture theatre
Chair: Jackie Gower

- Dr Diana Bozhilova: 'Managing EU energy dependency on Russia through diversification of supply: regional co-operation in South-East Europe'
- Mrs Maxine David: 'The Russo-British Relationship: Distinctly British or Crypto-American?'
- Mr Tomoyuki Hashimoto: 'Does Russia Think Ahead? Analysis of Russia’s Dispute Management'

Panel 203: The European Union as a Comprehensive Security Provider: A Civil-Military Organisation ‘Fit for Purpose’?
Venue: Room No. 807
Chair: David Galbreath

- Prof Fulvio Attiná (Joint paper with Daniela Irrera): 'Civil society and NGOs in EU’s crisis management and humanitarian interventions'
- Dr Bjørn Olav Knutsen: 'The EU and the Challenges of Civil-Military Coordination at the operational level: The Case of the Democratic Republic of Congo'

Panel 204: EU-Asia 2: New Direction(s) of the China-Europe Relationship
Venue: Room No. 808
Chair: Wei Shen

- Prof Dr Jing Men: 'Between Human Rights and National Sovereignty, An examination of EU-China political relations'
- Prof Francis Snyder: 'The European Union and China, 1949-2008'
- Prof Hungdah Su: 'New EU, New Taiwan, and New EU’s Policy in the Taiwan Strait'

Panel 205: Accountability and Legitimacy in European Integration: Processes
Venue: Room No. 809
Chair: Ian Bache

- Mr George-Dian Balan: 'On Morals, Environment and National Security: Different Societal Values as Defense to Discriminatory Measures'
- Prof Tatiana Houbenova-Delissivkova: 'The Public Sector Accountability and Institutional Changes within the Concept of the EU Governance'
- Dr Wilhelm Lehmann: 'Procedural or substantive legitimacy: how to reconcile deliberative quality and interest representation'
- Mr Kris Van Berendoncks: 'Bringing the legitimacy issue into political elite preferences on European integration'

Panel 206: Constructing Europe: Social dimensions
Venue: Room No. 804
Chair: Alex Warleigh-Lack
Dr Dimitry Kochenov: ‘Regional Citizenships and EU Law: Åland Islands and New Caledonia’

Dr Elizabeth Monaghan (Joint paper with Lars Hoffmann): ‘Debating Europe: Progress or procrastination?’

Dr Sheetal Sharma: ‘Social Construction of Europe: A Union Representing more than Economic and Political Integration’

Dr Manos Sigalas: ‘International Mobility and EU Support: Inter-Personal Contact and the Effectiveness of the Erasmus Year Abroad’

Panel 207: The Council as a Bounded Actor

Venue: Room No. 811

Chair: David Phinnemore


Ms Viera Knutelská: ‘Manifestations of national parliamentary control mechanisms in the Council’s work’

Prof Uwe Puetter: ‘Deciding, coordinating, instructing – the changing role of the Council and the European Council in EU economic and social policy’

Panel 209: National Actors and Regimes in Building Foreign Policy

Venue: Room No. 806

Chair: Sanjida Siraj

Dr Ulla Holm: ‘The French EU-Presidency Fall 2008: A New French European Vision or Old Wine into New Bottle?’

Mr Skander Nasra: ‘The Politics of EU Foreign Policy: the Utility of a Governance Approach’

Panel 210: The EU’s role as an Economic Actor

Venue: Room No. 810

Chair: Savvas Katsikides

Dr Chun Hung Lin: ‘European Countries’ Telecommunications Cooperation under the Trend of Globalization’

Mr Mike Molling (Joint paper with Peter Haiss & Bernhard Mahlberg): ‘The Automotive Industry in Central and Eastern Europe - Engine of Grow or Free Rider?’

Dr Lucia Quaglia: ‘The Politics of Regulating Hedge Funds in the European Union’

Mr Po-Kuan Wu: ‘To liberalize a protected sector or not? A study on the European state aid to shipbuilding industries’

Panel 211: The Europeanisation of Turkey

Venue: Room No. 802

Chair: Petek Karatekelioglu

Dr Yonca Özer: ‘Europeanisation Through Political Conditionality: The Case Of Turkey’

Mr Ersin Yilmaz: ‘Europeanization of Turkey: Question of civil society involvement at local arena’

The JCER is an open-access, academic journal published by UACES (University Association for Contemporary European Studies) in conjunction with the UACES Student Forum. The JCER publishes commissioned guest articles and commentaries, peer-reviewed research articles, book reviews and the popular ‘Research Notes’ series, which tracks research projects from the start to the end of the project and provides details on rationales, methodologies and project results and outcomes. The journal has a special focus on supporting PhD students and early career researchers by providing them with a forum within which to disseminate their work alongside established scholars and practitioners.
Research Session 3: Thursday, 3 September, 16:15-17:45

Panel 301: Energy and Environment in European Integration
Venue: Room No. 803
Chair: Thomas Hörber

Prof Thomas Hörber: ‘The environmental conscience behind a future common European energy policy’
Ms Kristina Kurze: ‘Uncovering the security logic of the EU’s drive for a sustainable energy policy’
Mr Raphael Sauter: ‘Change and stability in EU energy policy making’

Panel 302: BASEES-UACES EU-Russia Research Network: Competition or Cooperation in the Wider Black Sea Region and Eurasia?
Venue: Churchill lecture theatre
Chair: Maxine David

Dr George Christou: ‘The EU’s Role in Transforming Conflict in the Neighbourhood: The Eastern Partnership and ‘Effective Multilateralism’”
Ms Licinia Simão (Joint paper with Sandra Fernandes): ‘Competing for Eurasia: the Russian and European Union Perspectives’
Ms Carol Weaver: ‘Black Sea or Black Lake? How US-Russian tensions are affecting EU policies in the region’

Panel 303: National Dimensions of Citizenship in Europe
Venue: Room No. 807
Chair: Jo Shaw

Ms Anja Lansbergen (Joint paper with Jo Shaw): ‘National Membership Models in a Multi-Level Europe’
Ms Lisa Pilgram: ‘Trends in nationality policies in Europe’
Mr Igor Stiks: ‘Current Citizenship Struggles in the Western Balkans: Assessing the EU Role’

Panel 305: The Economic Dynamics of the Integration Process
Venue: Room No. 809
Chair: Michele Chang

Dr Cristina Ares (Joint paper with Miguel Anxo Bastos Boubeta): ‘Is the Europeanization of Economic Policy an Epiphenomenon of Globalization?: the case of the European Monetary Union’
Dr Alain Laurent (Joint paper with Jean-Louis Besson): ‘Is It Still Possible to Stay Outside the Euro Area? Financial Constraints to Monetary Autonomy’

Panel 306: Constructing Europe: Tools and Processes
Venue: Room No. 804
Chair: Ian Manners

Prof Savvas Katsikides (Joint paper with Kyriacos Demetriou): ‘European Social Cohesion and the Problem of Recession. Are Reality and Knowledge enough?’
Dr Ian Manners: ‘Political theory of European union’
Mr Maarten Van den Eynde: ‘Analysing Governance Models: The Queste For A Tool’

Panel 307: The Impact of Enlargement
Venue: Room No. 811
Chair: Lars Hoffmann

Dr Juliana Latifi: ‘The approximation of Albania legislation within European legislations, one imperative condition for membership in the European Union’
Ms Tereza Novotna: ‘When Civil Society Made a Difference: the Czech Republic’s Accession to the EU’
Mr Dmytro Tupchiienko: ‘Alternative strategies of EU enlargement and consequences for judicial integration: reform of the legal order as a pre-accession condition. Case study of Ukraine’
Panel 309: Understanding the Immigration Issue in the EU Today

Venue: Room No. 806

Chair: Helen Drake

Dr Alex Balch (Joint paper with Ekaterina Balabanova): 'Immigration or 'Mobility'? Media framing of the free movement of labour in the enlarged Europe'

Dr Stephen Dearden: 'The Economic Dimension of Europe’s Immigration Debate'

Dr Carl Levy: 'Refugees, Europe, Camps/State of Exception: ‘Into the Zone’: The European Union and Extra-Territorial Processing of Migrants, Refugees and Asylum Seekers (Theories and Practice)'

Panel 310: Redefining European Security

Venue: Room No. 810

Chair: Jocelyn Mawdsley

Mr Christian Mölling: 'Towards a European Security and Military Strategy? Europeanization and Coherence of the European Union’s policies on military crisis management, armaments cooperation and non-proliferation'

Dr Catherine Sowerby: 'The Role of Definitions of Terrorism in the European Union’s Fight Against Terrorism'

Mr Kamil Zwolski: 'The EU as a security actor: moving beyond the second pillar'

Panel 311: The EU as an agent of political change in its neighbourhood

Venue: Room No. 802

Chair: Óscar Pardo Sierra

Ms Basak Alpan: 'The Possible Readings and Representations of ‘Europe’ within Turkish Domestic Political Debates in the Aftermath of Helsinki Council'

Miss Gulay Icoz: 'Institutionalist approach on Turkey’s Kurds and its relationship with the EU'

Dr Petek Karatekelioğlu (Joint paper with Akça Ataç): 'The Union for Mediterranean: A New Path for Turkey?'

Routledge-UACES Contemporary European Studies

Edited by Tanja Börzel, Free University of Berlin, Michelle Cini, University of Bristol and Roger Scully, University of Aberystwyth, on behalf of UACES

www.uaces.org/publications/ces/
Research Session 4: Friday, 4 September, 09:00-10:30

Panel 401: Climate Change as a new site of EU activity
Venue: Room No. 803
Chair: Thomas Hörber

- Mrs Pamela Barnes: 'The role of the European Commission (2004-2009) in global climate change politics - "could do better"
- Prof Michael Hatch: 'Europeanization and German Climate Change Policy'
- Mr Simon Schunz: 'The European Union’s influence on multilateral regimes: the case of the United Nations climate change regime'

Panel 402: Perspectives on EU-Russian Relations
Venue: Churchill lecture theatre
Chair: Jackie Gower

- Dr Alla Akulshina: 'Dialogue Russia-EU: how we could act together now'
- Dr Tom Casier: 'EU-Russia relations and the overlapping neighbourhoods'
- Ms Olga Khrushcheva: 'Contradictions, Conflicts and Cooperation in Russia’s Energy Policies towards the EU: the Problem of the New EU Eastern Member States'

Panel 403: EU Field(s) of Power 1: A political sociology of people who run the EU - the institutional field
Venue: Room No. 811
Chair: Albrecht Sonntag
Discussant: Antonin Cohen

- Prof Didier Georgakakis: 'The European capital of members and High civil servants of the Commission'
- Prof Hélène Michel (Joint paper with Guillaume Courty): 'The European lobbyists: a sociological mapping of representatives in the European Union'

Panel 404: Exercising EU law under umbrella of the Charter
Venue: Room No. 808
Chair: Dimitry Kochenov

- Dr Agata Capik: 'To much ado about nothing? - Discussing the requirements for effective enforcement of fundamental rights'
- Ms Daniela Horn: 'Golden Shares- legitimate state support in order to secure crucial services or illegitimate protection of national economy?'
- Ms Katarzyna Karasiewicz: 'Lisbon Treaty - new beginning for Services of General Interest'
- Mr Klaus Malacek: 'The transfer of sentenced persons in the EU and the respect of Fundamental Rights'

Panel 405: European Integration and Minority Rights in the New Europe: competing narratives or converging norms? 1
Venue: Room No. 809
Chair: Joanne McEvoy

- Mr Laurence Cooley: 'The European Union and conflict resolution: Explaining the popularity of the consociational model'
- Miss Corina Filipescu: 'Media Representation of Minorities in Romanian National Press'
- Dr David Galbreath (Joint paper with Joanne McEvoy): 'Whence and Why Minority Rights Conditionality in Europe? The Impact of Securitizing Transition and Integration'

Panel 406: An Area of Freedom, Security and Justice: how far into the process? 1
Venue: Room No. 804
Chair: Maria O’Neill

- Dr Christian Kaunert: 'EUROPOL - unusual degrees of international actorness?'
Panel 407: The Advocate General and EU Law

Venue: Room No. 807
Chair: Jo Shaw

Ms Maria Fletcher: 'The Advocate General and the development of EU criminal law'
Prof Rosa Greaves: 'The Advocate General and EC Law'
Dr Iyiola Solanke: 'Theorising the Role of the Advocate General in EU Law'

Panel 409: National Debates and Actors in the Integration Process

Venue: Room No. 806
Chair: Nicholas Startin

Mr Alistair Dillon (joint paper with James Johnston): 'The scrutiny role of national and regional parliaments in relation to the European Union: the experience of the House of Lords and the Scottish Parliament'
Dr Simon Usherwood: 'Tactics or strategy? The debate on use of a referendum for British ratification of the Constitutional Treaty'

Panel 410: Comprehensive approaches to strategy assessment: Evaluating Capabilities, Coherence and Cooperation in EU crisis management

Venue: Room No. 810
Chair: Eva Gross

Dr Bastian Giegerich: 'Balancing Operational Effectiveness and Political Legitimacy: The EU’s Record in Military Crisis Management'
Dr Claudia Major: "’Not such a Love Affair’ - Political, institutional and operational aspects of EU-UN co-operation in military crisis management - The case of EUFOR DR Congo 2006’
Mr Christian Mölling: 'A comprehensive approach in sight? Assessing the European Union's horizontal coherence in crisis management'

Panel 411: The Welfare State and European Integration: Perspectives and Challenges

Venue: Room No. 802
Chair: Aine Ryall

Dr Mikko Kuisma: 'Globalisation, citizenship and the future of the European welfare state: A Nordic perspective'
Ms Laura Nistor: 'Second wave of attacks on the welfare bastion'

The academic quality and the variety of the College of Europe’s Masters programmes are renowned worldwide. The College enjoys a truly European atmosphere on its Bruges and Natolin (Warsaw) campuses and, as the careers of many of its alumni illustrate, the College degree opens up rewarding professional prospects in Europe and at the international level.

UACES supports the College of Europe in the recruitment of students from the United Kingdom for Masters programmes at the College’s Bruges and Natolin campuses. UACES also provides administrative support to the UK Selection Committee which awards scholarships.

28 scholarships of up to €21,000 each are available

Courses available 2009-2010
- MA EU International Relations and Diplomacy Studies
- MA European Interdisciplinary Studies
- MA European Political and Administrative Studies
- MA European Economic Studies
- Master in European Legal Studies (LLM)

The deadline for applications is: 15 January 2010

www.uaces.org/students/coleurop

UK Selection Committee for the College of Europe
Research Session 5: Friday, 4 September, 11:00-12:30

Panel 502: The Georgian War and its impact
Venue: Churchill lecture theatre
Chair: Richard Whitman

Mr Oscar Pardo Sierra: 'The changing nature of the EU influence in its neighbourhood: The EU's impact in Georgia'
Mr Ramin Shafagatov: 'What EU is looking for in the South Caucasus? A study of the changing institutional cooperation patterns of the EU’s neighbourhood policy'

Panel 503: EU Field(s) of Power 2: A political sociology of people who run the EU - European Law and Economy as social fields
Venue: Room No. 811
Chair: Albrecht Sonntag
Discussant: Didier Georgakakis

Ms Julie Bailleux: 'Law professors grappling with the making of a supranational Europe (The ECSC International Studies Conference of 1957)'
Prof Antonin Cohen: 'Institutionalizing the European Court of Justice: European Community Law and the making of transnational legal field'
Miss Audrey Pageaut: 'The members of the European Round Table'

Panel 504: The EU as an International Actor - Relations with East Asia
Venue: Room No. 808
Chair: Alex Warleigh-Lack

Dr Bart Gaens: 'EU Actorness in the Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM)'
Dr Mikael Mattlin: 'Normative EU policy with regard to China: Mission Impossible?'
Dr Uwe Wunderlich: 'Regions and Actorship - Europe and East Asia'

Panel 505: European Integration and Minority Rights in the New Europe: competing narratives or converging norms? 2
Venue: Room No. 809
Chair: David Galbreath

Miss Emelyne Cheney: 'European Integration and Minority Nationalist Mobilization in France'
Dr Stéphanie Laulhé Shaelou: 'Views from Cyprus on the integration of minorities into the EU'
Dr Tove Malloy: 'Minority Rights and the Dynamics of Europeanization: Convergence in the Regional Governance of the Danish-German Border Region'
Dr Joanne McEvoy (Joint paper with David Galbreath): 'Assessing Adoption after Accession: the State of the European Minority Rights Regime'

Panel 506: An Area of Freedom, Security and Justice: how far into the process? 2
Venue: Room No. 804
Chair: Christian Kaunert
Discussant: Sarah Léonard

Mr Alexander Mackenzie: 'To What Extent has the EU Developed the External Dimension of Counterterrorism?'
Prof Dr António Ramos dos Santos: 'Security and National Ethnic Movements in Western Europe: an area for the EU?'
Ms Ariadna Ripoll Servent: 'Playing the co-decision game: Is the European Parliament striking a balance between liberty and security?'

Panel 507: Party Opposition to EU integration: The case of the Contemporary Far Right
Venue: Room No. 807
Chair: Nicholas Startin
Discussant: Simon Usherwood

Ms Marianne Skinner: 'The Norwegian Progress Party: A gradual move towards Euroscepticism?'
Dr Nicholas Startin: 'The Far-Right doomed to failure or set to succeed? The rise, fall, and rise of transnational political cooperation in the European Parliament'

Panel 508: Preference Formation in the Enlarged European Union
Venue: Room No. 806
Chair: Tim Haughton
Dr Vladimir Bilcik (Joint paper with Darina Malova): 'Strategies of New EU Member States: the Cases of Economic and Foreign Policies'
Dr Nathaniel Copsey: 'National Preference Formation in Poland'
Dr Tim Haughton: 'Preferences, Presidencies and Vulnerabilities: Slovakia, Slovenia and the Czech Republic’s Choices for Europe'
Dr Marek Rybar (Joint paper with Erik Lastic): 'National EU Policy Formation between Diplomatic Service and Business Lobbying: The Case of Slovakia'

Panel 509: ESDP Ten Years After Cologne: Prospects and Problems
Venue: Room No. 803
Chair: Aleksandra Dier
Prof Dr Sven Biscop: 'A Military Strategy for the EU'
Dr Claudia Major: 'Europe is what member states make of it’ What is the influence of nation states on the European Security and Defence Policy?'
Dr Jocelyn Mawdsley (Joint paper with Ronja Kempin): 'European Security and Defence Policy as an act of American hegemony'

Panel 510: Paths to Creating an European Identity
Venue: Room No. 810
Chair: Tereza Novotna
Ms Mariana Liz: 'Film policies within the EU: building a common European identity'
Dr Katerina Serafeim: 'European Identity or Identities of Europe: Seeking unity in diversity'

The Student Forum is a voice for students interested in European Studies. Through research networks and events, it facilitates dialogue and the exchange of information between students at different institutions.

The Student Forum has a FREE Euroresearch email list, which has over 900 members, as well as its own online journal, the Journal of Contemporary European Research (www.jcer.net).

Each year the Student Forum organises two research conferences with organised networking events, informative sessions (such as ‘Getting Published’ and ‘Conducting Fieldwork’) and the opportunity to present research to other students.

For further information, please visit:
www.uacesstudentforum.org
Research Session 6: Friday, 4 September, 15:30-17:00

Panel 601: Intra-EU migration as instigator of policy change: the case of British migration to France
Venue: Room No. 803
Chair: Alex Balch
  Dr Sue Collard: ‘Language policy: (French) language teaching to (anglophone) immigrants’
  Dr Helen Drake: ‘Intra-EU economic migration or funding a lifestyle choice? British entrepreneurs in the Poitou-Charentes, France’

Panel 602: Europeanisation in Central and Eastern Europe
Venue: Churchill lecture theatre
Chair: Tom Hashimoto
  Prof Ian Bache (Joint paper with Andrew Geddes, Charles Lees & Andrew Taylor): ‘Europeanization and Multi-level Governance in South East Europe’
  Dr Urszula Kurczewska: 'Europeanization of interest representations in Poland - the case of economic and non-economic interest groups'
  Dr Roger Lawrence: 'Building Capacity in Central and Eastern Europe – institutional adaptation, elite creation or cultural colonialism?'
  Mr Alexander Yanakiev (Joint paper with Marcin Dabrowski): 'Europeanization of regional policy actors in Poland and Bulgaria'

Panel 603: EU Field(s) of Power 3: A political sociology of people who run the EU - Reassessing Socialization to Europe
Venue: Room No. 811
Chair: Cécile Robert
  Dr Willy Beauvallet (Joint paper with Sébastien Michon): ‘Socialization in the European Parliament’
  Ms Cécile Robert (Joint paper with Hélène Michel): ‘How do they become ‘European’? Reassessing socialization within transnational organizations’
  Prof Laurent Scheeck: ‘Integration through socialization? The diplomacy of the European Courts’

Panel 604: The EU’s Strategic Partners - Prospects for relations with the US, Russia and China
Venue: Room No. 808
Chair: Fraser Cameron
  Dr Derek Averre: ‘The Future of the EU-Russia strategic partnership: some security considerations’
  Dr Eva Gross: ‘The EU-US strategic partnership: towards burden sharing in security and defense?’
  Prof Michael Smith (Joint paper with Huaixian Xie): ‘The EU and Strategic Partnership with China: How Much Strategy? How Much Partnership?’

Panel 605: Development Cooperation and its Impact
Venue: Room No. 809
Chair: Richard Whitman
  Mr Mark Langan: ‘ACP-EU normative ‘development’ concessions from Lomé to Cotonou: Why the moralisation of ‘deep’ liberalisation is nothing ‘new’ in ACP-EU relations’
  Ms Asligül Sarikamiş: ‘The EU As An Agent For Good In Global Politics: Acting For Whose Good? The Case Of EU Development Cooperation Policy’
  Dr Sanjida Siraj: ‘From the Treaty of Rome to the European Consensus on Development: Five Decades of European Development Cooperation’

Panel 606: An Area of Freedom, Security and Justice: how far into the process? 3
Venue: Room No. 804
Chair: Sarah Léonard
  Discussant: Christian Kaunert
Dr Annalisa Meloni: ‘Progress towards a EU common policy on external border controls’
Mr Samuli Miettinen: ‘National implementation of EU criminal justice measures: A review of progress and issues’
Dr Maria O’Neill: ‘EU cross - border policing provisions, the view from one of the Schengen opt out states’

Panel 607: The EU and Africa: Challenges and Opportunities
Venue: Room No. 807
Chair: Amelia Hadfield
Ms Karen Del Biondo (Joint paper with Vicky Reynaert): ‘A different approach towards North and South? The EU as a norm promoter in Africa’
Dr Wojciech Forysinski: ‘Fragmentation, Differentiation and Normative Conflict in the European Union’s Relations with Africa’
Mr John Kotsopoulos: ‘Socialisation and the African Union? The EU and the 2007 Africa-Europe Joint Strategy’

Panel 608: Managing Businesses in an integrating Europe
Venue: Room No. 805
Chair: Marek Rybar
Dr Helen Berry: "One-share, one-vote' left to drift: the evolutionary process of corporate governance harmonisation'  
Miss Rosa María Fernández: 'How do SME’s get financed across the EU. New solutions for new times?’

Panel 609: Regional Action in the EU
Venue: Room No. 806
Chair: Malin Stegmann McCallion
Mr Magnus Lindh (Joint paper with Björn Pernrud): ‘Fusing Regions? Investigating Sustainable Regional Action in Nordic Regions’
Prof Lee Miles: ‘Regional Adaptation to European Integration: Seen through the Theoretical Prism of Fusion Approaches’
Mr Tomas Mitander (Joint paper with Hans Löden & Curt Räftegård): ‘Sustainable Governance - How to Assess the Stability of a Governance Order’

Panel 610: The Operation of the Union’s Institutions
Venue: Room No. 810
Chair: Uwe Puetter
Dr David Phinnemore: ‘Concluding the Treaty of Lisbon: more than a process of intergovernmental bargaining’
Dr Christine Reh (Joint paper with Adrienne Héritier): ‘Recent Institutional Developments Under Co-Decision: Trilogues And Early Agreements’

Panel 611: Sectoral Activities of the EU
Venue: Room No. 802
Chair: David Allen
Dr Catherine Sowerby: ‘The European Union and The Securitisation of Health’

The JCMS is the leading journal in the field, publishing high quality, accessible articles on the latest European integration issues. For over 40 years the JCMS has been the forum for the development and evaluation of theoretical and empirical issues in the politics and economics of integration, focusing principally on developments within the European Union.
Research Session 7: Saturday, 5 September, 09:00-10:30

Panel 701: Proximity, Precarity and Impermanence: Policies and Practices of Intra-EU mobility in the UK Case
Venue: Room No. 803
Chair: Helen Drake

Dr Helen Drake: 'French for Hire? Young French Movers in the London Retail Market'
Prof Andrew Geddes: 'EU mobility and the UK labour market: supply chains, value chains and labour market intermediation'

Panel 702: The EU & the World
Venue: Room No. 806
Chair: Uwe Wunderlich

Dr Maureen Benson-Rea (Joint paper with Cris Shore): 'The EU as a Global Actor: Studying the culture of EU diplomacy'
Ms Clarissa Dri: 'Limits of the Institutional Mimesis of the EU: The Case of the Mercosur Parliament'
Mr Wei Shen: 'From Study Abroad to ‘Sea-turtles’ - Student and Labour Migration between China and Europe'

Panel 704: EMU: perspectives from the history of economic thought
Venue: Room No. 808
Chair: Katja Seidel

Prof Ivo Maes: 'The evolution of Alexandre Lamfalussy's thought on European monetary integration (1961-1993)'
Dr Ilaria Pasotti: 'How to get out of the European money muddle: Triffin’s reflection on European monetary cooperation (1947-1979)'

Panel 705: Paradiplomacy, opportunity structures, and accountability: from cross-border networks to multilateral conferences
Venue: Room No. 809
Chair: Lee Miles

Dr Frands Pedersen: 'Multilateral Conferences and Sub-National Authorities: the case of Copenhagen, the EU and COP15'
Dr Malin Stegmann McCallion: 'Paradiplomacy, Accountability and Regional Partnerships'

Panel 707: Bureaucracy and European Foreign Policy I: Agency
Venue: Room No. 811
Chair: Sven Biscop

Mr Hylke Dijkstra: 'Theorizing the Role of the European Commission in the CFSP'
Ms Nadia Klein: 'Conceptualising the Council Secretariat’s role in EU Crisis Management: Gaining Influence Under Principals’ Controls and Bureaucratic Rivalry'
Ms Heidrun Maurer: ''Where you stand depends on where you sit’: Bureaucratic Politics in the ENP'

Panel 708: Europe Perceived from its Peripheries
Venue: Room No. 804
Chair: Mathieu Petithomme

Ms Alexandra Goujon: 'Europeanness, Europeanization, and Democratization in Ukraine and Belarus'
Mr Mathieu Petithomme: 'Europe perceived from Turkey: The dilemmas of desire and rejection'
Mr Igor Stiks: 'Introducing European Citizenship in Yugoslavia’s Successor States: a Familiar Story?'
Panel 710: The Dynamic Field of ESDP 1
Venue: Room No. 810
Chair: Kamil Zwolski

Ms Aleksandra Dier: 'Is there a Europeanisation of military policy? The impact of ESDP on armed forces reform in Germany and Poland'

Research Session 8: Saturday, 5 September, 13:15-14:45
Panel 801: How can Behavioural Economics Improve Policies Affecting Consumers?
Venue: Room No. 803
Chair: Judith Clifton

Mr Emanuele Ciriolo: 'Neither cats nor dogs: consumers are often gull'
Prof Dr Daniel Díaz-Fuentes (Joint paper with Marcos Fernández): ‘Consumer Behaviour and Public Services: Prospects for EU Regulation’
Prof Dr Daniel Díaz-Fuentes (Joint paper with Julio Revuelta): 'The Political Economy of Integration in Europe: why are the Network Industries Malfunctioning?'
Ms Maria Lissowska: 'The Single Market from a Consumer Perspective'

Panel 804: The Dynamic Field of ESDP 2
Venue: Room No. 808
Chair: David Galbreath

Dr Laura Chappell: 'The Impact of Polish and German Converging Roles on the Development of the European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP)'
Ms Anja Opitz: 'Integrated civil-military crisis management within ESDP: Politico-strategic dimensions and operational challenges'

Panel 805: Integration Issues after EU enlargement
Venue: Room No. 809
Chair: Tom Casier

Dr Tatiana Bajuk Sencar: 'The Europeanization of Professional Identity Within the EU Institutions'
Ms Barbara Turk: 'Common EU legislation in 27 countries and 23 languages - Can it work? A special case of Slovenia'
Dr Jeffrey Turk: 'EU Integration and environmental policy impact'
Dr Amanda von Koppenfels: 'Europeanization or Segmented Assimilation?'

Panel 807: Bureaucracy and European Foreign Policy II: Structures
Venue: Room No. 811
Chair: Sven Biscop

Mr Paul James Cardwell: 'The Institutional Theory of Law and the CFSP'
Ms An Jacobs: 'Exploring and Explaining National Administrative Adaptation as a result of ESDP'
Dr Petar Petrov: 'Early institutionalisation of the ESDP governance machinery in the context of operations Concordia and Artemis'

Panel 809: The Role of the EU in International Organisations
Venue: Room No. 804
Chair: Maureen Benson-Rea

Dr Martyn Bond: 'The EU member states in the Council of Europe'
Miss Yunmi Choi: 'The European Union at the United Nations: A Promising Global Peacekeeping Actor?'
Mr Skander Nasra (Joint paper with Dries Lesage, Jan Orbie and Thijs Van de Graaf): 'The EU and the G8: the involvement of non-G8 EU member states in the G8 process'